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ABSTRACT
Geotagged tweets (and similar social media) serve many
important applications, ranging from crisis/diasaster man-
agement to targetted advertising. However, only a small pro-
portion of tweets are geotagged with their posting locations,
thus limiting the effectiveness of these applications. In this
paper, we propose a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
architecture for geotagging tweets to landmarks, based on
the text in tweets and other meta information, such as post-
ing time and source. Using a dataset of Melbourne tweets,
we evaluated our algorithm against various state-of-the-art
baselines. Experimental results show that our algorithm out-
performed these baselines by between 7.6% to 75.6% in terms
of accuracy and 2.8% to 43.3% in terms of mean distance
error.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Social networking sites;
• Computer systems organization→ Neural networks; •
Information systems → Location based services.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a popular and prevalent microblogging service,
with asmany as 500million tweets being generated daily [12].
Most of these tweets are posted via mobile devices [31],
where users have the option to tag their tweets with the
location they are posting from. In turn, knowing the lo-
cation of a tweet (and similar social media) helps to fa-
cilitate many important applications, ranging from crisis
management [4, 11, 20, 27] to friendship and community
detection [3, 8, 17, 26]. However, research has found that
only 0.85% of tweets are geo-tagged with their posting loca-
tion [28], i.e., explicitly labelled with their latitude and longi-
tude coordinates. This low proportion of geo-tagged tweets
severely limits the effectiveness of the above-mentioned ap-
plications and we aim to address this problem by developing
algorithms for geotagging tweets.

Research Problem. We aim to address the problem of
geotagging tweets to known landmarks, or more specifically,
determine the landmark that an individual tweet is posted
from without making use of GPS data.1 This problem dif-
fers from many existing problems that attempt to geo-tag
individual tweets to large regions like cities and countries
(instead of fine-grained POIs), or those that geo-tag users to
their home location (instead of individual tweets) [6, 10, 19].

Contributions. Our main contribution include proposing
an algorithm for geotagging tweets to landmarks. This algo-
rithm is based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

1While we utilize tweets in this work, our proposed algorithm is generaliz-
able to any social media message with similar characteristics.
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architecture that uses tweet text represented as word embed-
dings, and meta information such as posting time and source.
Our intuition behind posting time and source is that given
certain landmarks, people are more likely to post tweets
at specific timings (e.g., in the morning for cafes, in the
evening for pubs) and using certain sources (e.g., via mobile
phone app at train stations, via desktopwebsite at university).
Preliminary results show that our algorithm out-performs
various state-of-the-art baselines by between 7.6% to 75.6%
in terms of accuracy and 2.8% to 43.3% in terms of mean
distance error.

Structure and Organization. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. Section 2 reviews the key related work in
this area. Section 3 describes our proposed algorithm and il-
lustrates the architecture of our model. Section 4 outlines our
evaluation methodology, while Section 5 discusses our exper-
imental results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes
the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Twitter geolocation has been well-studied in the recent years,
with many works focussing on geolocating tweets to cities
and countries, or gelocating users to their home location
based on their history of tweets [6, 10, 19]. For this pur-
pose, researchers have used features such as Location In-
dicative Words [9, 10], #hashtags and @mentions [6], dialect
terms [24] and friendship networks via @mentions [25]. Oth-
ers have studied the problem of geolocating tweets to land-
marks, using variations of Multinomial Naive Bayes [7, 22].
For a more comprehensive discussion on the other aspects of
location prediction on Twitter, we refer readers to the survey
paper in [33].
Text classification is another research problem that is

closely related to our problem of geolocating tweets, which
comprises mainly text. For example, Kim [14] proposed one
of the first application of CNN for text classification, along-
side pre-trained and dynamic word embeddings. Extending
the work of [14], Zhang andWallace [32] empirically studied
the effects of different parameters using their CNN model.
Others like [13] utilized a CNN architecture with one-hot
encoding of words, while [24] used a bag-of-words represen-
tation as input to a Multi Layer Perceptron.

3 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Various works have effectively utilized CNN for text classi-
fication tasks relating to sentiment analysis [14, 32]. In the
same spirit as these earlier works, we propose a network
architecture that utilizes textual features in a tweet, in addi-
tion to other meta-data such tweeting time, posting source
and media usage, for the task of geo-locating tweets to fine-
grained locations. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of
our proposed CNN, which we describe in detail next.

Inputs to Model. Our model takes in a tweet comprising
n words, where each ith word wi ∈ R

d in the tweet is rep-
resented as an embedding vector of dimension d .2 A tweet
t is thus represented as an n × d matrix, denoted t ∈ Rn×d .
In cases where a tweet t comprises less than n words, the
tweet will be zero-padded to length n (n = 50 in our work).
In addition, our model takes in input of tweeting time, post-
ing source and media usage, which are in turn converted to
one-hot encodings.

Convolutional and Pooling Operations. Each convo-
lution operation involves applying a filter w of size h × d
across the tweet t ∈ Rn×d , h words at a time. Let ti :i+h−1 be
a submatrix of tweet t from row i to row i + h − 1, a single
application of the convolution operation with filter w on
ti :i+h−1 results in:

oi = f (w · ti :i+h−1 + b) (1)

where b ∈ R denotes the bias term and f denotes the acti-
vation function applied to w · ti :i+h−1 + b. We adopted the
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [21] as the activation function,
which has shown good performance for CNNs [14, 32]. This
convolution operation is then repeated for the remaining of
the tweet, i.e., sliding filterw across the tweet striding one
word at a time, resulting in an output o = [o1,o2, ...,on−h+1].
Thereafter, we apply 1-max pooling [1] on the output o to
select the most important feature ô = max{o}.

The earlier mentioned procedures (applying convolution
filters and 1-max pooling) is then repeated f times for each
filter size (we use filters of size 1, 2 and 3), resulting in a
vector of size f .

Combining Text and Other Features. Alongside the
text of the tweet, we also incorporate other meta data, such
as the user-specified location, tweeting time3 and posting
source. The location data is processed using the same con-
volutional and pooling operations described in the previous
section, while the tweeting time (hour and day of week) and
source are converted to one-hot encodings. Following which,
we concatenate the features based on the output of the con-
volutional and pooling operations (tweet text and location)
and one-hot encodings (tweeting hour, day and source). This
concatenated feature vector is then passed to a softmax layer
to produce the probabilities for each POI, along with dropout
being applied as a form of regularization [29]. This model is
then trained using stochastic gradient descent with ADAM
updating [15].

2We use pre-trained GloVe word vectors with 200 dimensions, which were
trained on a Twitter corpus of 2B tweets [23]
3We conducted a one-way ANOVA, which showed a significant effect
for landmark on tweeting time, which were: (i) in terms of tweeting
hour, F(237,266693)=24.508, p<.0001; (ii) in terms of tweeting day of week,
F(237,266693)=35.217, p<.0001.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Convolutional Neural Network for Geolocation (with a sample subset of tweet features).

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe our dataset and elaborate on our
experimentation methodology in terms of the evaluation
metrics and baseline algorithms.

Dataset
Our dataset comprises 266,931 geo-tagged tweets that were
posted in Melbourne, which we collected using the Twitter
API. Using an similar approach as [2, 5, 16, 30], we label a
tweet as being associated with a landmark if the latitude and
longitude coordinates of the tweet and landmark differs by
less than 100m. There are a total of 242 landmarks in this
dataset. Thereafter, 80% of the tweets were used for training
and the remaining 20% for testing/validation.

Evaluation and Metrics
Like many works in similar areas [6, 9, 10, 33], we evaluate
the performance of our algorithm and the baselines using
the following metrics:

• Accuracy@k (Accuracy@k). The proportion of cor-
rectly predicted locations, based on the top-k predicted
locations.

• Distance Error (MeanDist/MedDist). Themean and
median distance (in metres) between the predicted lo-
cation and the ground truth location.

The various Accuracy@k metrics aims to measure the
proportion of correct predictions at varying values ofk , while
MeanDist and MedDist measure how far a predicted location
is from its actual location.

Algorithms and Baselines
We compare our algorithm against various baselines, includ-
ing traditional approaches based onMultinomial Naive Bayes
andmore recent approaches based on neural networks. These
baselines are:

• Multinomial Naive Bayes with Uni/Bi/Tri-grams
(MNB-Ngram). Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) is a
popular classifier used for geotagging tasks [6, 7, 10,
19, 22]. In the same spirit, we use baselines with a
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Table 1: Comparison of our algorithmagainst various baselines in terms ofmean accuracy@k (Accuracy@k) andmean/median
distance errors (MeanDist/MedDist). Best results are highlighted in bold/blue, second best in italics/red.

Algorithm Accuracy@1 Accuracy@5 Accuracy@10 Accuracy@20 MeanDist MedDist
MNB-1gram 0.3863 0.6796 0.7509 0.8221 620.1 254.7
MNB-2gram 0.4628 0.7249 0.7836 0.8427 536.1 156.8
MNB-3gram 0.4982 0.7360 0.7905 0.8462 500.7 50.2
CNN-Rand 0.5648 0.7394 0.8044 0.8634 428.7 0.00
CNN-PreW 0.6045 0.7727 0.8345 0.8854 408.5 0.00
CNN-1Hot 0.6308 0.7689 0.8092 0.8543 362.0 0.00
MLP-BoW 0.6039 0.7635 0.8107 0.8572 408.1 0.00
Our Algo. 0.6785 0.8069 0.8493 0.8919 351.9 0.00

MNB classifier on unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as
features for our geotagging task.

• ConvolutionalNeuralNetworkwithRandomWord
Embedding (CNN-Rand). The basic version of the
algorithm proposed in [14], using a Convolutional Neu-
ral Network with words in tweets represented by word
embeddings that are randomly initialized.

• Convolutional Neural Network with Pre-trained
Word Embedding (CNN-PreW). Similar to CNN-
Rand [14], except that this algorithm uses pre-trained
GloVe word embeddings [23] that are trainable.

• Convolutional Neural NetworkwithOne-hot En-
coding (CNN-1Hot). A similar Convolutional Neural
Network architecture as that in [13], where the input
tweet is represented as one-hot encodings instead of
word embeddings.

• Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP-BoW). Similar to [24],
this baseline represents tweets as a bag-of-words that
is used as input to a Multi Layer Perceptron with one
hidden layer, and optimized using ADAM [15].

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows an overall summary of the performance of our
proposed algorithm against the various baselines, in terms
of accuracy@k (for k = 1, 5, 10, 20), and mean and median
distance errors (in metres).
Our algorithm provides the best overall performance in

terms of all metrics. The Accuracy@1 results show improve-
ments of 7.6% to 75.6%when comparing our algorithm against
the baselines, and similar improvements for the Accuracy@5,
Accuracy@10 and Accuracy@20 results. Similarly, our algo-
rithm results in an improvement of 2.8% to 43.3% against the
baselines in terms of MeanDist. In terms of MedDist, all neu-
ral network based algorithms out-perform all Multinomial
Naive Bayes variants with a median distance error of 0, due
to them being able to geotag more than half of the tweets
correctly.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we studied the problem of geotagging tweets
to landmarks without the use of GPS information. To sovle
this problem, we proposed a CNN-based algorithm that uses
word embeddings to represent tweet text and one-hot encod-
ings for tweet meta information such as posting time and
source. Using a dataset of geo-tagged tweets in Melbourne,
preliminary results show that our algorithm out-performed
state-of-the-art baselines by between 7.6% to 75.6% in terms
of accuracy and 2.8% to 43.3% in terms of mean distance
error.

While we focused on the use of tweet text and other meta
information, future work can consider other forms of em-
bedded media, such as images and videos, alongside image
recognition techniques to geotag those media to known land-
marks or localities. Similarly, we can augment our approach
with the friendship network of a user, as mutual friendships
are shown to display homogeneity in terms of their interests
and visiting places.
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